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Energy Healing Consent Form 

  

Your Energy session is approximately 90 min. in length. It is performed in a quiet room                

with the client fully clothed and the lights low. The healing practitioner may talk or               

meditate with the client or lightly touch the body and the surrounding energy field. The               

client may feel sensations of heat, cold, energy waves through the body or may simply               

feel a deep sense of relaxation. Some clients experience a sense of wellbeing or insight.               

Results are often apparent as time progresses after the actual session. Each experience is              

highly individual, and no particular results are expected or guaranteed. An individual            

client may have a different experience every time. 

  

People may seek energy healing because they want to balance the body, mind, spirit, and               

emotions, because they wish to explore the energetic field correlations of a particular             

disease or problem, or because they hope to gain a broader perspective on their system               

than just the analytical, linear mind perspective. Some wish to use energy healing to              

achieve wellness. In all cases, the intention is to form a co-creative process so that both                

healer and client are working together. It is expected that clients beginning Energy             

Healing Sessions are ready to commit to a process over time and will come for regular                

sessions. 

  

Although Energy Healing may have profound effects in individual cases, it is not             

considered medical in nature or a substitute for medical treatment. No guarantees can             

be made for Energy Healing and it is recommended that the client seek medical              

treatment and/or evaluation for any medical conditions in addition to Energy Healing            

Sessions. Energy Healing is not a substitute for indicated medical treatment or medical             

evaluation. Energy Healing is not intended for clients who are having a medical crisis. 

 

 I hereby consent to the Energy Healing Session(s) as outlined above. 

 

 

 

 

  

Patient Signature Date 

*Payment is due at time of scheduling. Healing packages are not refundable. 
*Please be aware that the patient will be subject to the full cost of the healing session if                  

the appointment is cancelled with less than 24 hours notice. 
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______________________________________________________________________________ 
  

Healing Session Release of Healing Story 

  

HealingSpace Medical Center continually makes an effort to share the effectiveness of 

Energy Healing and introduce this modality to a larger audience. In doing so, sessions 

are entered into a collection of stories and experiences that remain anonymous. This is 

for the purpose of teaching, writing, and speaking regarding holistic treatment, human 

energy, wellness, therapy and preventative care. 

 

 

 

By signing this form, you give consent and permission to use your healing story as               

described above. 

  

 

 

 

 

Signature Date 

 

*Note: Release of your healing story is optional. You are not required to sign this page in                 

order to receive Energy Healing sessions. 
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